NOVEMBER CHAPTER MEETING

DATE: November 5, 2009 (First Thursday)
TIME: 6:00 PM—NETWORKING
       6:30 PM—MEETING
PLACE: Romio’s Pizza and Pasta
       8523 Greenwood North
       Seattle, WA
PHONE: (206) 782-9005

Hope to see everyone at the meeting!

Code Discussion: Plumbing Inspector Steve Nastruz

Bring your Code Questions for an in depth discussion. Think about what Code changes we as a chapter should submit.

Program:

- Ken Loucks, Pacific Sales Northwest presentation on Schier Products
  - Chapter Membership for 2010
    - 2009 Picnic
  - Nomination of 2010 Chapter Officers

Come, enjoy this meeting and earn 1 hr. or 1 CEU towards either the 8 code CEUs required for certification renewal or the 4 hours required for industry-related training.

Remember the 2006 Uniform Plumbing Code is the ONLY Plumbing Code adopted in Washington State.

Fred C. Volkers
IAPMO Northwest Washington Chapter Chairman